Graduate School Summer Research Fellowships
Summer 2019

College of Agriculture and Natural Resources

Arpita Aditya    Animal and Avian Sciences
Shraddha Karanth    Nutrition and Food Science

School of Architecture

Hyunjoo Eom    Urban and Regional Planning and Development

College of Arts and Humanities

Hazim Abdullah-Smith    American Studies
Brienne Adams    American Studies
Nahid Ahmadian    Comparative Literature
DB Bauer    Women’s Studies
Darien Brahms    History
Katie Bramlett    English
Amanda Chen    Art History
Tara Demmy    Theatre, Performance, and Dance Studies
Kyley Ewing    Philosophy
April Fuller    English
Sabrina Gonzalez    History
Dorothy Hagen    Women’s Studies
Nora Heist    Communication
Jungkyu Lim    Communication
Jacqueline Partida    American Studies
Mauricio Restrepo    History
Jeannette Schollaert    English
Abigail Upshaw    Art History

Robert H. Smith School of Business

Jaehoon Jeong    Business and Management
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College of Behavioral and Social Sciences

Diana Alkire    Neuroscience and Cognitive Science
Jessica Breitfeller    Anthropology
Valerie Hall    Anthropology
Colleen Kase    Psychology
Han Kleman    Sociology
Daniel Kolliner    Economics
Jun Kwak    Economics
Lisa Pierotte    Criminology and Criminal Justice
Alauna Safarpour    Government and Politics
Emma Shaw    Neuroscience and Cognitive Science
Palak Suri    Economics
Tiago Ventura    Government and Politics
Shihangyin Zhang    Economics

College of Computer, Mathematical, and Natural Sciences

Ryan Bolt    Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
Amr Elghondakly    Biochemistry
Jialin Li    Applied Mathematics
Hanuma Maddali    Computer Science
Jesse Milzman    Mathematics
Eli Mizrachi    Physics
Steven Murkli    Chemistry
Custodio Nunes    Biological Sciences
Samuel Potter    Computer Science
Sunaina Prabhu    Biochemistry
Madeline Rotella    Chemistry
Jenny Rustad    Mathematics
Stephen Sorokanich    Applied Mathematics
Daniel Votipka    Computer Science
Fuxi Wang    Biological Sciences
Ning Yu
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College of Education

Mary Depascale  Human Development and Qualitative Methodology
Ana-Sophia Ross  Counseling, Higher Education, & Special Education
Riley Sims  Human Development and Qualitative Methodology

A. James Clark School of Engineering

Jawairia Ahmad  Civil and Environmental Engineering
David Catalini  Mechanical Engineering
Louis Dankovich  Mechanical Engineering
Aref Darzi  Civil and Environmental Engineering
John Howard  Materials Science and Engineering
Megan Kimicata  Materials Science and Engineering
Wei-Ting Lu  Civil and Environmental Engineering
Sebastian Romo  Mechanical Engineering

College of Information Studies

Priya Kumar  Information Studies

School of Public Policy

Jing Liang  Public Policy
Jennifer Richmond  Public Policy
Anjali Sharma  Public Policy

School of Public Health

Allison Hanley  Epidemiology and Biostatistics
Lucy Kavi  Environmental Health